Abstract-To date, all the adaptive control algorithms have been proposed only for strictly proper systems. In this paper, a scheme is proposed to design an adaptive controller for proper systems. To study the robustness of the adaptive controller, both additive and multiplicative types of unmodeled dynamics are considered and can also be allowed to be proper, or even improper. Global bounded input bounded output stability is established. The achievement of a small in the mean tracking error and perfect tracking/rejection of deterministic trajectories/disturbances in the absence of system unmodeled dynamics are discussed. The results are also verified by simulation studies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stability results of adaptive control systems have been well established and understood [1] - [12] . However, all the adaptive control algorithms, from which system stability were established, were proposed only based on strictly proper transfer functions. As shown in [13] , the stability properties can no longer be guaranteed in the presence of throughputs. Thus a scheme was proposed to consider systems with proper transfer functions in [13] and [14] . The idea is to cascade a first-order filter with the system such that a strictly proper system can be obtained. The adaptive controller is still designed from the resulting strictly proper transfer function. Under this scheme, the problem formulated is to force the filtered output to follow that of a reference model. Also in the context of robust adaptive control, no result has been obtained in the presence of proper additive unmodeled dynamics so far.
The strict properness restriction discussed above is perhaps due to the requirement that the order of the filter employed for controller design cannot be greater than that of the nominal system model ( [3] , [4] , [8] , [9] , [11] , [13] , and [14] ). In this paper, a scheme using higher order filters is proposed, and this allows us to design an adaptive controller directly from the nominal plant transfer function which may be proper. In the design, the plant output itself is formulated to track a given reference trajectory. The robustness of the adaptive controller is also examined. Both additive and multiplicative unmodeled dynamics considered can be proper, or even improper. By using an analysis technique similar to those in [4] , it is shown that global stability is guaranteed in the presence of unmodeled dynamics and bounded external disturbances. The achievement of a small in the mean tracking error and perfect tracking/rejection of deterministic trajectories/disturbances in the absence of system unmodeled dynamics are discussed. Our simulation studies also show the effectiveness of the control scheme.
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Section II. The adaptive scheme is proposed in Section III. Stability is established in Section IV. In Section V, the control scheme is verified by simulation results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. PLANT MODELS
Let p denote the differential operator d dt ; and let y(t) and u(t) be the plant output and input, respectively. Then the class of plants to be controlled is modeled as follows:
where H(p) is the nominal transfer function of the plant defined as Model (1) is now transformed into the following form:
where (t) denotes the effect of the modeling error and is given as
Similar to [17] in reducing the effects of the modeling errors including the bounded noise and high frequency unmodeled dynamics, a low-pass filter [3] , [4] , [8] , [9] , [11] , [13] , and [14] , the order cannot be higher than n.
With this filter, the following filtered variables are defined:
Now operating this filter on (2), we get
To derive a suitable adaptive control algorithm, (7) is rewritten as
where 
Note that (8) is differentiator-free since the order of F , i.e., , is greater than n. Also from Assumption 2.1, we have 3 2 C where C is a compact convex set in < n+m . Thus we have
where k is a constant depending on the size of C and k1 k denotes the Euclidean norm. From the stability of the unmodeled dynamics, we can readily obtain an overbounding function of the modeling error f . This is given as follows. From (6) and (3), we have Clearly jx u (t)j k v kx(t)k (15) where kv is a constant depending on the coefficients of V (p).
Then the result follows from Assumptions A3, A4, and (15).
Remarks 2.3:
1) The constant in (12) can be made sufficiently small by reducing 1 and 2. While being aware their existence, we do not assume any knowledge of the constants and d 0 . 2) Also note that vector x(t) can be obtained from measurement. This vector will be used for the adaptive controller design in the next section.
Suppose y 3 is a given reference set-point for output y. The control problem is to design a controller for the class of plants satisfying Assumption 2.1 so that the closed-loop system is stable in the sense that all signals in the system are bounded for arbitrary bounded y 3 and initial conditions. III. ADAPTIVE CONTROL SCHEME An indirect adaptive control scheme is proposed to solve the control problem in this section. The adaptive controller can be obtained by the design of two independent modules: a parameter estimator and a linear controller designed based on the Certainty Equivalence Principle [1] .
A. Parameter Estimator
The following estimation algorithm with projection is introduced to the estimator: (16) where is a positive constant denoting the adaptation gain, is the estimate of 3; x(t) is defined in (13), e(t) is the prediction error defined as e(t) = p n y f (t) 0 T (t)(t) (17) and Pf1g denotes a projection operation proposed by Pomet and Praly in [15] . Such an operation can ensure that all the estimated parameter vector(t) 2 C for all t if(0) 2 C. where is a sufficiently small positive constant. The estimator (16) and (17), applied to plants given in (1), has the following properties.
1) Defineẽ
If kx(t)k M0 and sup 0t kx()k = kx(t)k for all t t0, 
2)
Proof: Comparing (9) with (13), we have
Once (24) is established, the results of the lemma follow from a similar analysis as in [4] .
Remark
3.2: 1 in (21) and 2 in (22) can be made small by reducing and by making a sufficiently large number M 0 , respectively. M 0 is used here for the purpose of stability analysis only. It is not a design parameter.
B. Control Law Synthesis
Although there are many control schemes available [1] , here we just employ the pole assignment strategy to tune the controller parameters based on the Certainty Equivalence Principle 
A(t)L(t) +B(t)P (t) = A 3 (26)
where A 3 is a monic polynomial of degree n + and its zeros are chosen to be the required closed-loop poles according to guidelines in [16] . The degrees n l and np are set to be and n01, respectively.
The resulting controller can be implemented by transforming (25) to the following form:
From Assumption A2, (26) gives a bounded solution forL;P ; 8t.
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, global stability of the closed-loop adaptive system is established. We now derive an equation to describe the closed-loop system. This can be achieved by considering the estimator and the controller equations. From (17), we get 
Then from (28) and (25), the closed-loop system can be described as _ x(t) =Â c x(t) + b 1 e(t) + b 2 r(t) and (31), as shown at the bottom of the page.
As in [4] , it can be shown, using Lemma 3.1, that 9c > 0; > 0 such that the transition matrix of the homogeneous part of (29) 8(t; ) satisfies k8(t; )k ce 0(t0) ; for t t 0 (32) if kx(t)k M 0 ; sup 0 t kx()k = kx(t)k 8t t 0 , and for all 3 ;
3 ; where bounds 3 ;
3 are sufficiently small numbers to ensure (1 + 2) 3 . Here 1; 2 are given in (21) and (22) and 3 is a sufficiently small number. Then we can establish the system stability in a special case.
Lemma 4.1:
Suppose that kx(t0)k = M0; kx(t)k > M0 for all t > t 0 and sup 0 t kx()k = kx(t)k. Consider the adaptive system consisting of estimator (16) and (17) .
Then applying the Bellman-Grownwall lemma to (36) and using Lemma 3. Clearly, c1 and c2 are independent of if it is replaced by its bound 3 1 ; which is a generic constant.
To establish the stability result for the general case, we explore the parameter estimator further and this gives Lemma 4.2 as follows. jẽ(t)j = (k1 + ( p c1 + p c2) + ); for t t0 (40)
2) t tẽ
Proof: By noting the condition of the lemma, the results can be established from a similar analysis as in Lemma 3.1.
Remark 4.1: Note that the properties in the above lemma are quite similar to Lemma 3.1 except that the constants c 1 and c 2 appear here.
From Lemma 4.2, we get our main stability result as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1: Consider the adaptive system consisting of plant (1), estimator (16) and (17), and controller (25)-(27). Under Assumption 2.1 there exists a constant 3 such that for all 3 , the closed-loop system is globally stable in the sense that all signals remain bounded 8t for all finite initial states, any bounded y 3 ; and arbitrarily bounded external disturbances.
Proof: First, we consider the trajectory kx(t)k and show that the constant M in Lemma 4.1 is a uniform bound of kx(t)k. kx(t)k < M0; t 2 < 0 i : (43) In (43) [4] are applied to analyze the robustness of the proposed adaptive controller and thus to establish Theorem 4.1. However, due to the use of a higher order filter, the boundedness establishment of the input u and output y becomes much more involved. Also the technique is refined and improved here. Thus the presentation in this paper is more elegant and clearer than that in [4] .
2) Suppose the disturbance !(t) and the reference signal y 3 are purely deterministic. In other words, there exists a polynomial S(p) such that
In this case, d 0 at (6) tracking error y 0 y 3 can be shown to be small in the mean. In the absence of unmodeled dynamics, the tracking error tends to zero. This is shown in the following test example.
V. AN EXAMPLE
The adaptive scheme is applied to control the following system:
In the design, the nominal transfer function H(s) = k is used. The value of k is unknown, but taken to be three for simulation studies. The required set point, y 3 , is a square waveform of amplitude 5 and period 50 s. An integrator is introduced to achieve better tracking performance and thus the filter employed is The system response in this case is given in Fig. 1 . The system response in this case is presented in Fig. 2 .
Comparing the results of the above two cases, we note that the system performance is degraded in the second case because unmodeled dynamics is more complicated and the overall plant is nonminimum phase. However, in both cases, the closed-loop system is stable and the performance is improved gradually as the adaptation continues.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an adaptive control algorithm proposed is directly based on the nominal transfer function of the plant. The transfer function can be proper and both the additive and multiplicative unmodeled dynamics are allowed to be proper, or even improper. It has been shown that the proposed adaptive control scheme can globally stabilize the system with modeling errors due to unmodeled dynamics and bounded external disturbances. An example also shows the effectiveness of the adaptive control scheme.
